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Introduction: Coastal history and Anthropocene
Human occupation of the coasts has dramatically increased in the modern era. After two centuries
of continued settlement, at the turn of the twenty-first century, almost half of the world population
lived in or near coastal areas.1 The settlement of the shores has been accompanied by a profound
reconfiguration of coastal ecologies and morphologies. Massive investments in large-scale
infrastructure stabilized the shores to make them suitable for multiple forms of economic
exploitation and social activities, from leisure to industrial processing. By-products of urban and
industrial settlements, from plastics to nitrogen, have in turn deeply altered coastal biogeochemistry
and habitats. In the light of their impact, alterations of the coastal zone are an important element of
current debates on the Anthropocene, the proposed new epoch of the Earth marked by human
geological agency.2 The transformation of the shores seems indeed to provide ample evidence of
human domination that many associates to the Anthropocene. While evidence of human impact is
undeniable, we argue that exclusive insistence on human impact risks to obfuscate the inherent
dynamism and persisting instability of coastal environments, while erasing the differences in how
historical actors coped with this dynamism. Focusing on the north-western Mediterranean, we
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investigate the interaction between stabilization and instability– the shifting nature of the shores.3
Through this approach we hope to shed new light on the history of coastal change, and, from this
perspective, address some of the open issues with the environmental history of the Anthropocene.
Coastal change is increasingly capturing the attention of historians.4 Writing about the
Indian Ocean, Michael Pearson associated coastal economic and demographic changes with the
sunset of distinctive ‘littoral societies’.5 Similarly, John Gillis’s global survey maintained that the
modern era brought about the replacement of people living with (accustomed to the shore’s
dynamism) by people living on the coast (oblivious to it).6 French historian Gerard Le Bouedec
highlighted the decline of forms of ‘pluriactivity’ (pluriactivité) typical of people inhabiting the
early modern Atlantic coast of France.7 Isaac Land recently critiqued these arguments, underscoring
the necessity to move beyond narratives of ‘despoliation and decline’ to recognize the persistence of
distinctive coastal cultures.8 Environmental historians have also often told compelling stories of
despoliation, such as in the grand North Atlantic fresco by Jeffrey Bolster,9 and of decline, by
framing modern coastal transformation in terms of artificial stabilization, loss of biodiversity, and
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loss of coping capacity through the decline of what Petra Van Dam calls “amphibious cultures”.10
These environmental history accounts gain a new relevance in the light of the Anthropocene debate,
and the very important place of the coastal zone in it. However, the despoliation and decline
narrative also problematic from an environmental viewpoint: even the engineered coasts of the
Anthropocene remains hardly stable, as they are continuously laboured by the interaction of winds,
currents, sediments, nutrients, non-human species, human infrastructure, and activities. As
reminded by Stephen Mosley in a survey on coastal cities, and convincingly argued by Debjani
Batthacharyya in her study on Calcutta, coastal settlements are relentlessly under pressure due to
this dynamism and must constantly adjust to it.11 Human-induced climate change and sea level rise,
moreover, are rapidly reshaping the geographical configuration of the world’s shores, menacing of
partial or complete submersion of many densely inhabited areas.12
Proposing the framework of ‘terraqueous histories’, Alison Bashford has argued that a
history of seacoasts sensitive to instability might ‘help us formulate global histories in the
Anthropocene’.13 The place of the Anthropocene in historical narratives, however, is contested. The
notion of anthropogenic transformation of the Earth system can marshal the integration of the
Anthropocene into history frameworks, as done by McNeill and Engelke with their history of the
Great Acceleration after 1945.14 Dipesh Chakrabarty, however, has pointed out the difficulty in
conceptualizing the collapse of human and geological history heralded by the Anthropocene, as
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bringing together incommensurable processes and timescales.15 Furthermore, some scholars have
critiqued the notion of an all-encompassing ‘Anthropos’ implied by Anthropocene framework, and
underscored the importance of bringing the fore multiple (and sometimes conflicting) human and
non-human agencies.16 We argue that a focus on the historical interactions between actors of coastal
settlement and the persisting dynamism of the shores can help moving beyond reductionism to an
undifferentiated human agency, while avoiding the anthropocentrism implied by the narrative of
human domination of nature.
We focus here on the north-western Mediterranean littoral (see figure 1). This is the
historical crib of industrialization and urban growth in Mediterranean Europe, as well as the first
hub of modern coastal tourism in the Mediterranean basin. This study investigates this region
through the analysis of secondary sources from an annotated database of more than 1,000 titles in
five languages (Italian, French, Catalan, Spanish, and English). We propose a tripartite analytical
framework. Firstly, we analyse the different understandings of the coast emerging from the midnineteenth century and their actors. Secondly, we discuss the way these views were accompanied by
the integration of this littoral into increasingly large and fast networks of circulation and exchange.
Thirdly, we analyse the physical transformations of the coastal environment and their unintended
consequences. In the conclusive section, we summarize the insights gained through our framework
and how it helps us to make sense of coastal change in the Anthropocene. Before moving into each
of the three parts of our framework, let us first turn briefly to the historical and geographical
features of the transnational shores on which we will focus our investigation.
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The North-Western Mediterranean Shore in the Modern Era

Figure 1: The region under investigation. Cartography by the authors.
The littoral ranging from Catalonia, Spain, to Liguria, Italy, encompasses at least three major
coastal environment types. From the eastern limits of Liguria to the eastern periphery of Marseille,
the coast is a narrow edge at the meeting point of the western Alps and the north-eastern Apennines.
Short, sediment-heavy torrential rivers punctuate the littoral, ending in small coastal plains and bays
where most cities and towns are located, including the large industrial city of Genoa. These bays are
separated by steep cliffs, which abruptly descend into the sea and, after very narrow continental
shelves, continue into deep underwater depressions and trenches. The Marseille metropolitan area
marks the end of the cliffs and the beginning of the Rhone River delta with its low-lying humid
littoral, the second coastal environment type of this area. Wetlands, sandbars, large beaches, and
brackish lagoons continue eastward until the beginning of the coastal Pyrenees at the French5
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Spanish border. This stretch of littoral faces the Gulf du Lyon, a wide gulf which encompasses a
large and shallow continental shelf. In this area, major settlements, including Montpellier, have
been historically located relatively far from the humid coast, on firmer grounds and away from the
nuisances of wet environments. Down to the southwest, the Pyrenees create a marked discontinuity
in the littoral along the French-Spanish borderlands and are responsible for the steep cliffs and
narrow bays that characterize the landscape of the northern Costa Brava. The coastal landscape
changes again when the Pyrenees are replaced by the hilly reliefs of the Catalan coastal range which
descend more gently into the sea and by the humid areas around the Llobregat and Ebro river deltas.
The Catalan deltaic coast hosts the metropolitan area of Barcelona and, to the south, Tarragona and
its industrial concentration.
In this area we find numerous examples of processes that have contributed to coastal
environmental transformation over the last two centuries, as well as typical forms of contemporary
coastal settlements and use. This stretch of coast corresponds to the most built-up and polluted
stretch of the entire Mediterranean Sea.17 Industrial port cities of long tradition and with a sizable
population, such as Marseille, Genoa, and Barcelona, significantly contribute to this primate.
However, this is also due to highly polluting industrial complexes, such as petrochemical plants in
Vado Ligure (Italy), Fos (France), and Tarragona (Spain). Moreover, some of the most renowned
and densely inhabited tourist regions of the world are concentrated in this shore: the stereotypical
Italian and French Rivieras, the recently developed Languedoc-Roussillon with its modernist new
towns, and the heavily urbanized Spanish Costa Brava and Costa Daurada. Whereas large-scale
fishing fleets such as those of the Atlantic or Pacific Oceans are absent in the Mediterranean, the
north-western coast boasts industrialized fisheries along with traditional and stationary small-scale
fisheries.18 The entire coast, finally, is punctuated with hundreds of fishing and leisure harbours,
17

J. Donald Hughes, The Mediterranean: An Environmental History (Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABCCLIO, 2005), p.147.
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which complement the large-scale container hubs of Barcelona, Genoa, and Marseille.
The roots of this coast’s development can be traced back to the early nineteenth century.
Historiography on industrialization in Italy, France, and Spain converges in identifying the mid
nineteenth century as the starting point for coastal industrial growth: in the 1830s in Marseille,
especially centred on chemical production (soda, soap, and sugar); in the 1830s Barcelona (textile);
and a decade later in Genoa (steel).19 The development of health resorts and of elite tourism also
dates back to the same period in France and Italy, in places such as Sanremo and Nice. Selected
areas of the Catalan coast surrounding Barcelona followed in the second half of the nineteenth
century. Coastal urbanization, often tightly linked to both industry and tourism, also has a
comparable periodization. The expansion of built-up areas in Marseille, Genoa, and Barcelona
towards the coastal hinterlands followed closely the phases of urban-industrial development of these
cites, and the demographic growth which accompanied it. Likewise, the expansion of smaller
settlements along this coast followed the subsequent waves of tourism development. While political
events such as the Spanish Civil War created significant spatial-temporal discontinuities in tourism
and industry, urban-industrial growth accelerated after 1950 across the entire coast, following the
pattern of the post–Second World War ‘Great Acceleration’.20
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Xavier Daumalin et Olivier Raveux, ‘Marseille (1831-1865). Une révolution industrielle entre
Europe du Nord et Méditerranée’, Annales. Histoire, Sciences Sociales, 56, 1 (2001): 153-176 ;
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industrialisation’, in Robert Belot, Michel Cotte, Pierre Lamard, eds., La technologie au risque de
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della meccanica nel Regno di Sardegna dal 1831 al 1861 (Louvain: Bibliotheque de l’Université,
1960), pp. 115-120. Luigi Bulferetti and Claudio Costantini. Industrie e commerci in Liguria
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Catalana 1989), pp 123-184.
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nuevas perspectivas teóricas y empíricas, (Alicante: Universidad de Alicante, 2005), pp. 73-104.
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By focusing on this region, we do not seek to make claims on the Mediterranean as a whole.
Much has been written on Mediterranean unity after Fernand Braudel’s masterpiece.21 Subsequent
generations of scholars have sought to investigate the cultural underpinnings of this supposed unity.
This has sometimes led to radical critiques. For Michael Herzfeld, for example, claims of a
Mediterranean unity are rooted in outdated physical geography, untenable cultural generalizations,
or, in the worst cases, European imperialist projections.22 Horden and Purcell’s attempt at
redefining historically Mediterranean unity on a different basis than Braudel’s has stopped at the
threshold of urban-industrial modernity. Their model based on the notion of ‘networks of
connectivity’ among ‘microecologies’, does not hold for the contemporary era due to the
involvement of Mediterranean ‘coastal nations in the credit economies, political alliances,
technologies and communication networks of the North and West or the Far East’.23 David
Abulafia’s grand fresco of Mediterranean history from 22,000 BC to our era ends with the
explosion of the region’s unity first after the construction of the Suez Canal and later with
twentieth-century mass tourism.24 Edmund Burke’s recent attempt to find a way forward to a
history of the modern Mediterranean is based on replacing the region within world-scale
transformations.25 With the notable exception of historians McNeill and Hughes, discussion of the
environmental unity of the Mediterranean has also been largely evacuated (if not contested, as in
Horden and Purcell) from historical treatments of the region.26
Whereas not necessarily representative of a Mediterranean historical or geographical unity,
21
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22
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Eating,’ in W. V Harris, ed., Rethinking the Mediterranean, (Oxford: Oxford University Press
2005), pp. 45–63.
23
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(Oxford: Blackwell, 2000): 3.
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University Press, 2011), esp. 541 and 638.
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Journal of World History, 23, 4 (2013): 907-939.
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the region is a globally relevant case of integration and Anthropocene transformations. Moreover, it
remains sufficiently limited to allow for extensive investigations on secondary sources. In this
geographically diverse coastal area, encompassing cliffs and wetlands as well as three European
nation-states, similar processes seem to have been going on from the nineteenth century onwards,
which have led to comparable outcomes. Which kinds of visions drove people and activities
towards the coast? How did these processes relate to expanding scales of connectivity and global
integration that historically qualify the Anthropocene? How did the peculiar features of this diverse
coast interact with these processes? We will now answer these questions in turn, starting from the
first one.
New eyes on the coast
Historian Alain Corbin argued that the Western perception of the seaside underwent a fundamental
shift from negative to positive at the threshold of modernity.27 This shift, in turn, motivated the
growth of coastal settlements from the mid-nineteenth century: new actors, from close and far,
began to look at the shore with new eyes and to promote a new kind of coastal activities. Scholars
such as Gillis, Pearson, and Le Bouedec interpreted this change as a colonization of the shore by
non-coastal actors and the main cause of the sunset of distinctive littoral societies. New cultural
values and the ensuing growth in coastal human presence are also associated with the physical
transformations of the coastal environment that scholars mention about the Anthropocene. This
process, however, was not homogeneous: new historical actors did not see and value the coast in the
same way and for the same reasons. Different forms of valuation of coastal environments,
moreover, were often in conflict among them.
The emergence of the seaside as a place of health and pleasure is key to this history. The
attribution of curative powers to seawater, alongside changing cultural attitudes towards the coast,
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was a significant driver for coastal tourism development in much of the Western world (and
beyond) through the establishment of bathing stations and sanitary institutes.28 In the
Mediterranean, this combined with the climatic features of the region: dry, mild winters and
abundance of sunny days. Booklets and scientific publications across Europe underscored the
qualities of the Mediterranean littoral climate, explicitly recommending curative stays along the
seaside to northern Europeans affected by all sorts of pathologies. To meet this international
demand, already in the 1830s and 1840s, several health resorts and curative bathing stations
emerged in Languedoc,29 Barcelona seaside and Maresme country,30 and western Ligurian Riviera
(Sanremo and Alassio).31 The emergence of leisure tourism in the same decades was also linked to
the peculiar features of the coastal environment. In this case, the coast was valued not only for the
curative powers of water or air, but also for the pleasures of seaside climate and landscapes,
especially over winter like in the early of elite resorts of the Cote d’Azur.32 The massive tourist
development of the second half of the twentieth century would encroach on these first poles and
28

For a global overview see also John K. Walton, ‘Seaside Tourism and Environmental History’, in
Genevieve Massard Guilbaud and Stephen Mosley, Common Ground: Integrating the Social and
Environmental in History, (Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars Publishing 2011), pp.66-85.
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société languedocienne de géographie, 22, 1, (1951): 3-124 ; Alain Saussol, ‘Un siècle de
mutations sur le littoral languedocien : le cas de Gruissan (1860-1990).’ In Jean Rieucau and Gérard
Cholvy , eds., Le Languedoc, le Roussillon et la mer : des origines à la fin du XXe siècle. Tome II.
1960-1990 (Paris: L’Harmattan, 1992), pp. 59–71.
30
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societat industrial.’ In I Jornades d’Arqueologia Industrial, 1 (1991): 270- 276. Mercedes Tatjer,
‘La innovación médica en la ciudad del siglo XIX los establecimientos hidroterápicos de Barcelona
(1845-1901).’ In Capel, Lopez Pinero y Pardo, eds., 1992, vol. I, p.257-264. Mercedes Tatjer, ‘ En
los orígenes del turismo litoral: los banos del mar y los balnearios marítimos en Cataluna. Scripta
Nova. Vol XIII, núm 296 (5) 2009, URL: <http://www.ub.es/geocrit/sn/sn-296-5.htm>
31
Andrea Zanini, ‘Da health resorts a salons d’Europe. Sociabilità culturale e turismo d’élite in
Liguria nel Secondo Ottocento’, Memoria e Ricerca 46 (2014): 95–110. Marco Doria, ‘Vacanze in
Liguria: dal Grand Tour alle seconde case.’ In Giovanni Assereto and Marco Doria , eds., Storia
Della Liguria (Roma: Laterza, 2007), pp. 363–378. Alessandro Bartoli, Le colonie britanniche in
Riviera tra Ottocento e Novecento (Savona: Fondazione A. De Mari della Cassa di Risparmio di
Savona, 2008), pp. 19-25. Elisa Tizzoni, Il Turismo e la costruzione dell’Europa nel periodo tra il
1918 e il 1960 (Unpublished PhD dissertation, Università di Pisa, 2010), esp. p. 12 and 31.
32
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of Medicine 26, 1 (2013): 74–93.
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expand into new ones.33 This last phase of tourism development, however, would not substantially
change the environmental reasons why a growing number of people would research a seaside
experience along the shores of the Mediterranean: climate and landscape.
Other actors, however, were also looking with growing interest to the seaside, but for quite
different reasons. In the early nineteenth century, the north-western Mediterranean was also
attracting investors interested in building factories. Coming from the economic capitals of Spain,
France, and Italy, but also from the world-leading London financial markets, these investors were
more interested in cheaper and faster access to raw materials and commodities than in the interior,
as well as easier access to global outlet for finished products. These two factors, variedly combined
among them, were arguably long-term advantages of port cities, but they became increasingly
significant with the intensification and expansion of global cycles of commodities production in the
nineteenth century, and especially so after the opening of the Suez Canal.34 The establishment of
textile factories in Catalonia and steel plants in Liguria in the early nineteenth century was directly
linked to these (real or perceived) situational advantages.35 Coastal locations were also favoured as
the sea provided an easy (or less contested) outlet for industrial by-products.36 The diluting power
of the sea and dispersion ensured by marine current seemed a perfect solution to the most toxic
residues of industrial manufacturing, like those of chemical plants in mid-nineteenth-century
Marseille.37 Coastal location was certainly not enough to warrant industrialization. The port city of
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Andrea Zanini, Un secolo di turismo in Liguria: dinamiche, percorsi, attori. (Milano: Franco
Angeli, 2012), pp. 17-40. Doria, ‘Vacanze in Liguria,’ pp. 363–378. Ellen Furlough, ‘Making Mass
Vacations: Tourism and Consumer Culture in France, 1930s to 1970s.’ Comparative Studies in
Society and History 40, 2 (1998) : 247–86. Vincent Andreu-Boussut, La nature et le balnéaire: le
littoral de l’Aude (Paris : L’Harmattan, 2008); Jean Sagnes, ‘L’aménagement touristique de la côte
du Golfe du Lion.’ In Jean Sagnes, ed., Deux siècles de tourisme en France XIXe-XXe siècle,
(Béziers and Perpignan: Presses universitaires de Perpignan, 2001), pp. 27–53.
34
See the example of Trieste in Abulafia, The Great Sea, pp. 560-561.
35
Nadal, La Formació d’una Societat Industrial, pp. 32-33; Abrate, Lo sviluppo della siderurgia,
p.112.
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Mosley, ‘Coastal Cities and Environmental Change’: 526.
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Xavier Daumalin et Olivier Raveux, ‘Les calanques, espace de relégation des industries les plus
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Sète witnessed several unsuccessful attempts to establish steel production from the 1860s, which
sought to benefit from commercial exchanges in the harbour, namely from minerals imported from
Italy, Spain, or colonial Algeria.38 Whenever it succeeded, however, coastal industrialization was
sustained by a precise view of the littoral as a strategic interface for commodities flows and a sink
for industrial by-products.
The emergence of these new forms of valuation did not obliterate older ways of seeing and
valuing the coastal zone. The rich coastal ecotones made of fishing were a crucial resource of
littoral societies for centuries and played a key role in the European expansion in the North
Atlantic.39 Coastal folk par excellence, fishermen valued the coastal interface first and foremost for
the presence of abundant marine life. In the north-western Mediterranean, this view was at the roots
of many documented conflicts between groups of fishermen. The real or perceived modification of
the biological abundance of the coastal interface led to conflicts between stationary coastal fisheries
such as tuna’s madragues against mobile fleets, accused of depleting the coastal environment. In the
same vein, over the nineteenth century, French fishermen opposed Catalan and Italian fishermen,
who were accused of invading foreign fishing territories and markets.40 As the abundance turned
into scarcity, moreover, fisheries would seek to recreate abundance artificially via forms of local
et leurs pollutions: une histoire au présent/Pollution of Marseille’s industrial Calanques : the
impact of the past on the present (Aix-en-Provence : REF.2C, 2016), pp. 11-91.
38
Louis Dermigny, Naissance et croissance d’un port. Sète de 1666 à 1880 (Sète and Montpellier :
Institut d’Etudes économiques, maritimes et commerciales de la ville de Sète, 1955), p. 107-109;
Lionel Dumond, ‘Les haut fourneaux de l’arrière-port sétois à la fin du XIXe siècle: l’échec d’un
‘rêve industrialiste’, Lionel Dumond, Stéphane Durand, Jérôme Thomas, eds., Ports dans l'Europe
méditerranéenne : trafics et circulations, images et représentations, XVIe-XXIe siècles
(Montpellier : Presses universitaires de la Méditerranée, 2007), 135-151.
39
See for example Bolster. The Mortal Sea or Poul Holm, ‘Historical Fishing Communities.’ In
Kathleen Schwerdtner Máñez and Bo Poulsen, eds., Perspectives on Oceans Past. A Handbook of
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‘self-regulation’ (such as Marseille’s prud’homie) or would abandon the littoral altogether towards
deep-sea fishing.41 Scholarship on California, the Gulf Coast, and Atlantic France has shown the
persistence of traditional coastal activities such as fisheries even in the context of manufacturing
and tourism development, thus empirically undermining linear narratives about the demise of
littoral societies.42 While comparable historical studies in the north-western Mediterranean are
lacking, fishing remained important in this region, and valuation of the coastal biological abundance
was shared by other littoral actors. The valuation of coastal biological abundance was the very
raison d’être of scientific organizations such as the Oceanographic Institute in Monaco, founded in
1910 and key to the establishment of the International Commission for the Scientific Exploration of
the Mediterranean.43 Tourism-linked leisure fishing, moreover, drove major marine ecological
restoration efforts in the late twentieth century.44
Different views about the use and development of same coastal space easily led to conflicts.
Nature enthusiasts, for example, would value the littoral differently than adepts of luxury hotels,
and this led to conflicts about the destination of specific portions of the littoral. As early as the late
nineteenth century, hiking clubs were instrumental to the establishment of protected areas in
Marseille’s polluted calanques and nearshore islands such as Port-Cros and Porquerolles.45 The
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establishment in 1975 of the French Conservatoire du Littoral, a special state-funded agency
devoted to buy coastal land and preserve it from development, was also heralded as a way to
promote a different and more respectful form of littoral tourism.46 The valuation of coastal sites for
their ecological features and the beauty of their landscape could also lead to fierce opposition to
tourism development initiatives by local groups. In the Costa Brava, most projects of leisure
harbours implied a confrontation between local environmental groups (often against) and the
municipalities (often in favour) with the Catalan government arbitrating and generally pushing for
the harbour construction.47 In the mid-1970s, however, a mega project aiming to create a marina
(called Port Llevant) was stopped after a vigorous campaign by environmental organizations. In
1983, this spot would be part of the very core of the newly created Empordà wetlands natural
park.48 The establishment of a national protected area in the Rhone delta in 1975 was also
conceived to preserve coastal scenery and valuable ecosystems from the pressures of a destructive
coastal tourism.49 Conflicts with manufacture and tourism also dot the history of fisheries in the
north-western Mediterranean, often linked to the consequences of pollution such as in the case of
fishermen’s opposition to the installation of a chemical plant by Rio Tinto along Marseille’s
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shore.50 Modern coastal development, in summary, hides a plurality of views and actors that could
led to divergent results: from heavy pollution to environmental protection.
Networking the shores
Changes in the valuations of the coast and conflicts cannot be dissociated to the growing integration
of coastal areas into larger networks of exchange and circulation of people, ideas, and commodities.
Horden and Purcell refer to scaled-up interconnectedness to justify the inapplicability of their model
to the post-nineteenth-century Mediterranean, whereas David Abulafia makes this the rationale for
the transition to a fifth epoch in Mediterranean history. As reminded by Marcus Vink, this argument
is also recurring in debates on the frontiers and pertinence of oceanic histories beyond the
nineteenth century.51 In the north-western Mediterranean, several elements empirically support this
model. In this section we will focus on energy and transportation: these aspects are particularly
significant both as vectors of global integrations and as drivers of Anthropocene’s coastal changes.
To Edmund Burke III, one of the most striking features of the Mediterranean compared with
North-Western Europe is the absence of large coal fields.52 In the north-western Mediterranean, prenineteenth-century industrial metabolism largely resorted to local resources: in the case of Ligurian
steel production, for example, charcoal and waterpower from the Apennines. The introduction of
coal in industrial processing in the nineteenth century, however, depended on new geographies of
energy flows. In Liguria and Catalonia, coal directly arrived from the mines of the United Kingdom
(and, in the case of the Ligurian steel industry, was combined with iron coming from the Tuscan
archipelago).53 In Catalonia, at first, coal import played against coastal location. The economic
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burden of imported coal pushed cotton producers to seek for more competitive energy sources in the
inland river valleys of Catalonia. This movement, however, was paralleled by the interconnection of
these valleys via railroad with the coast and the port of Barcelona, where cotton producers could
access raw cotton from the Americas.54 In Marseille, most of the coal increasingly used by local
industries came in fact largely from inland mines ranging from the neighbouring Gardanne to the
Loire valley and was transported via river or railroad to urban factories.55
The growing use of oil and gas in industrial processing changed again the geography of
industrial metabolism. Oil and gas fields in North Africa and the Middle East were connected to
large petrochemical plants in the north-western littoral via boat first and later also via underwater
pipelines. The industrialization of the Étang de Berre, west of Marseille, is a prominent example.
Mostly devoted to traditional fisheries at the turn of the twentieth century, the brackish lagoon was
chosen by British Petroleum–affiliated Société Génerale des Houilles de Petrole to build a new
refinery, soon complemented by a similar plant in the vicinity. After the Second World War, the
eastern section of the lagoon was transformed in a major Mediterranean hub for oil tanks, and a new
refinery was built by Esso in Fos, soon followed by a major steel production plant. This example is
not isolated: the new flows of oil from the Middle East and North Africa are linked to the creation
La siderurgia italiana dall’Unità ad oggi, (Piombino: Cooperativa editrice universitaria Firenze,
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of petrochemical plants in Tarragona, Spain, and Vado Ligure, which were both already hosting
several industrial plants and became major petrochemical hubs.56
The reconfiguration of energy flows and the growing integration of the littoral into broader
networks did not only entail maritime linkages, but also terrestrial ones. The advent of long-distance
electricity transmission liberated waterpower users from the geographical limitations attached to
mechanical energy.57 It was now possible to transport for great distances waterpower converted in
electric energy and use it on the location of choosing. This new spatial flexibility allowed Catalan
textile factories to move factories back to the coast, to benefit from direct access to global flows of
commodities and to the marine sink. In Liguria and Catalonia, the exploitation of hydroelectric
power in the mountainous hinterlands supplied the expansion of mechanical, steel, and chemical
production along the littoral.58 Through these new energy flows, coastal industries (and cities) were
physically interconnected with inland river basins, contributing to the large-scale manipulation of
river systems via infrastructure such as dams and reservoirs.
Changes in transportation enabled growing flows of people to and from the coast and major
changes in coastal settlement geography. Marseille became a main stop of steamboat cruises as
early as the 1830s.59 Genoa was connected to northern European ports by freight vessels which
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were increasingly used by visitors to reach the French and Ligurian Rivieras.60 At the turn of the
twentieth century, the Hamburg Amerika Line inaugurated a regular service, by a paddle steamer, to
connect Nice to Genoa, with stops in the emerging elite resorts of the Italian and French Rivieras.61
However, the development of smaller-scale networks also played a major role. Railroad started to
connect the less urbanized littorals of Catalonia, Italy, and France with inland and coastal cities
from the 1850s onwards. Genoa was linked to Turin via railroad as early as 1854, while Savona in
1874. At the end of the 1870s, littoral railroad lines linked Savona with Ventimiglia and SestriLevante with La Spezia in Liguria.62 In the same period, short-distance railroad connected urban
centres in Languedoc with their littoral hinterlands: Montpellier was linked with the coastal village
of Palavas in 1872 and Béziers with Valras in 1878.63 These regional connections to and from the
coast, in turn, facilitated the growth of seaside tourism.64
Each new phase of tourist development along the coast was accompanied by further shifts in
transportation. Already in the 1930s, tourists arrived in the Liguria border zone more frequently by
car than by train, stimulating further investments in road infrastructure.65 Private automobilism and
the related expansion of paved road networks through and towards the littoral of Catalonia, France,
and Italy was important in enabling post-1945 growth.66 Likewise, private aviation and commercial
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airports significantly contributed to the flow of seasonal tourists to the littoral.67 Built in 1922 in the
Berre lagoon, already in 1929 the airport of Marseille was linked to Paris, Berlin, Barcelona, and
Madrid in Europe and to Alger, Tunis, Beirut and Casablanca in North Africa.68 The scale and size
of the flows enabled by these new transportation links grew after 1945, bringing vacationers from
Europe, Asia, and North America beyond the traditional clusters of the Rivieras. However, it would
be wrong to assume long-distance flows as the only factor. In Languedoc-Roussillon coast,
population growth in seaside resorts and towns between the 1970s and 1980s was largely linked to
seasonal migration from the hinterland, as proved by data on homeownership.69
Energy and transportation also affected fisheries. North-western Mediterranean fisheries
remained largely within the shallow waters of continental shelves until the nineteenth century,
either in ponds and lagoons or in almadrabas, madragues, and tonnare (tuna fishing stations). The
introduction of fossil fuel–powered engines and refrigeration changed that, by allowing vessels to
tap offshore Mediterranean fishing grounds while keeping the product fresh for its
commercialization back on the littoral. This, among other things, contributed to a movement of
coastal vessels from the north-western littoral towards the less exploited fishing continental
platforms of North Africa, but also to the development of deep-sea fishing.70 Furthermore, the
establishment of railroad from the mid-nineteenth century entailed direct competition of fresh fish
from the Atlantic in the markets of the north-western Mediterranean littoral.71
The arrival of oceanic catches in the Mediterranean markets did not mean the disappearance
of small-scale littoral fishing. The extension of the railroad also meant the possibility to export
canned fish from the Mediterranean more easily, thus favouring the growth of canneries in France
67
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and Liguria.72 In the second half of the twentieth century, however, the irruption of cheap frozen
fish on the market represented a powerful challenge. In the case of the Empordà region in Catalonia,
for example, frozen fish in the early sixties was between three and four times cheaper than the fresh
fish captured from local fishermen, causing major economic disruption to local fisheries.73 Even in
the case of fisheries, like in manufacturing and tourism, energy and transportation contributed to the
spatial reconfiguration of the coast. Both the scale of coastal networks and their reach profoundly
changed, connecting more firmly the north-western littoral with people and places from close and
afar. This accompanied and enabled the emergence of new forms of coastal valuation that we
tracked in the previous section. It also contributed to the dramatic environmental transformation of
coastal zones themselves.
Impossible stabilization
New forms of coastal valuation and use converged on one point: the attempt to regulate coastal
ecologies and stabilize coastal morphology. These attempts had a major impact on the coastal
environment, substantially contributing to biological impoverishment and to biochemical and
geomorphological alterations which Earth scientists discuss as potential markers of the
Anthropocene. But these attempts were also affected by the coastal environment, through unwanted
interactions with its web of multi-scaled interdependencies.
Studies of coastal metropolises in North America have shown the strict linkages existing
between coastal urban growth and reconfiguration of littoral geomorphologies.74 In the north-
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western Mediterranean, depending on the original features of the urban site, this entailed filling
lagoons, building dykes, concreting the shore, and reclaiming land from the sea. In Marseille, a new
navigable channel cut open the Berre lagoon in 1919, paving the way to the transformation of the
shores of the lagoon into an industrial area after the Second World War.75 In Genoa, where coastal
flat land was lacking, steel producer Ansaldo expanded its production plant by building huge dykes
offshore and filling the sea in between.76 In the same period, industrial plants and new port
infrastructures expanded along Genoa’s littoral, ultimately covering 33 km of shoreline protected by
concrete dykes.77 In Marseille, Genoa, and Barcelona, the second wave of industrialization in the
twentieth century led everywhere to the expansion of the old harbours and later the construction of
airports, which in the case of Genoa entailed ye new land reclamation and dyke construction.78
Industrial waste disposal in the sea, as we saw, was one of the key motives for investment in
coastal manufacturing. In Marseille and its region, already in the nineteenth century chemical plants
rejected significant amounts of toxic wastes in the water, especially in the rocky calanques east of
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the city.79 Alumina production in Gardanne led to the construction of a 5 km pipeline in the 1960s
to dump toxic red mud directly into the Cassidaigne trench, offshore of Cassis.80 In 1976, Tarragona
groundwater was found contaminated with oil spill from neighbouring petrochemical facilities,81
whereas the Llobregat river (south of Barcelona) has had high levels of chloride due to coal mining,
potash mining, sand and gravel extraction, and detergent discharge.82 More recently, fish and
shellfish in the Ligurian sea have been found severely contaminated by mercury, cadmium, and
lead.83 The same reasons why the coast was considered valuable for manufacturing, in sum, have
contributed to the alteration of coastal biology and biogeochemistry which characterizes the
Anthropocene.
As reminded by John Walton in his global overview, coastal tourism has also had a major (if
differentiated) environmental impact worldwide.84 In the north-western Mediterranean, the
construction of hotels and second residences was invariably achieved by urbanization of former
agricultural land, deforestation, wetland drainage by pumping or filling, or destruction of dunebeach ecosystems. Perhaps the most telling example of such kind of modification is the planned
redevelopment of the Languedoc–Roussillon littoral in the 1970s, which entailed the construction of
five new towns and the considerable expansion of existing settlements.85 Coastal wetlands were
drained to make room for buildings and infrastructure and reduce breeding grounds for mosquitos.
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To achieve the latter goal, spraying campaigns were conducted up to the 1970s and beyond, with
the likely contamination of soil and water.86
A common outcome of coastal tourism growth in the region was also the modification of
coastal morphologies. One of the most significant was the construction of marinas in the second
half of the twentieth century, which, with the diffusion of small boats, became a key feature in the
economic competition of coastal towns.87 The Mission Racine promoted the construction of several
new marinas, as also done in numerous localities of Costa Brava, Maresme, Costa Daurada, and
Ligurian Riviera.88 Harbours and settlements, then, required in turn the stabilization of the shoreline
against erosion, usually achieved by breakwater, seawalls, or cliff-base structures.89
As proved for the case of Portugal by De Freitas and Dias, these interventions were rarely
devoid of side effects.90 Coastal stabilization infrastructure was often at the origin of accentuated
episodes of coastal erosion and siltation of neighbouring harbours, such as in Grau du Roi in
Languedoc from the 1950s, with damaging consequences on local fisheries.91 In the Étang de Berre,
as early as 1908 the state bought and shut down three stationary fisheries to facilitate the
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construction of a navigation canal.92 Fisheries were also menaced by competing uses of coastal
environments: in Languedoc, water sports practitioners demanded the conversion of freshwater
ponds into saltwater ponds, with consequent damages to local fisheries.93 Tourism-linked
urbanization, moreover, caused water pollution in fishing lagoons. In the Thau lagoon, near Sète,
nutrients flowing into the lagoon from the 1970s caused eutrophication episodes known as
malaïgues and the consequent crisis of shellfish farming.94 The construction of new marinas
increased anthropic pressure even in protected areas.95
Fishermen, however, also had a significant ecological impact. Aggressive techniques such as
trawling; dynamite fishing; or lamparo fishing increased the rate of catches above the threshold of
sustainability and species reproduction, killing juveniles and destroying crucial nursery habitats
such as Posidonia meadows.96 The ecological impact of fisheries motivated at times attempts to
stabilize coastal marine ecosystems. While in France state regulations sought at various moments to
protect the ecological basis of coastal fisheries,97 in Catalonia the state aimed above all to increase
catches, often with the opposition of associations of fishermen.98 States, scientific societies, and
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private actors experimented with aquaculture at least since the nineteenth century.99 From the
1970s, stabilization of coastal marine ecosystems included the creation of artificial reefs. In Liguria,
four artificial reefs have been built off the coast of Varazze, Loano, Spotorno, and Alassio between
the 1970s and the 1990s to hinder illegal trawling, to protect Posidonia meadows, and to support
traditional fishing. In the case of Alassio, the reef should facilitate leisure fishing.100 However, as a
paradoxical testimony to the contradictions and feedback loops of littoral configurations, leisure
fisheries have been identified as responsible for damages to marine ecosystems in protected areas
such as Portofino in Liguria and Isles Medes in Catalonia.101
Stabilization, in fact, has eluded the efforts of generations of coastal developers. Erosion and
subsidence have become common along the shores of the north-western Mediterranean. River deltas
are the most dramatic examples: after centuries of protrusion, many Mediterranean deltas are now
retreating slowly but constantly.102 The Ebro and the Rhone River delta are two prominent cases:
after centuries of protrusion, after World War II they begun retreating, undermining coastal
stabilization infrastructure and imperilling coastal activities.103 The causes for this phenomenon are
numerous, but among the most significant is human infrastructure in river basins, starting from
99
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hydroelectric reservoirs that trap river sediment, as well as sand and gravel mining for the
construction industry. As discussed in the previous section, hydroelectric reservoirs played a major
role in powering coastal urbanization and industrialization. So did sand and gravel mining, which
literally made the booming resort towns of the Mediterranean coast. By interfering with
geomorphological interdependencies, these activities also contributed to accelerating coastal
instability.
Other coastal infrastructures conceived to stabilize the shore have ironically contributed to
instability. The massive enlargement of dykes in the port of Barcelona since the 1980s contributed
to erosion in the Llobregat delta, as the dykes retained sea currents and the sediments they
carried.104 Coastal erosion was further increased by the enlargement of Barcelona Airport in 1990,
which further impaired sediment fluxes to the delta.105 The resulting retreat of the Llobregat delta,
along with expansion of the built space, has caused the gradual disappearance of agricultural land
and agricultural workforce in the delta villages.106 When affecting beaches, erosion jeopardized also
tourism. In such cases, beach nourishment has become a common practice. In La Pineda beach near
Vilanova i la Geltrú, some 100,000 cubic meters of sand were added in 2005 to counter erosion.
However, as the sand added was thinner than the sand naturally occurring in the area, it was easily
washed away by the sea.107 The shores of the north-western Mediterranean, in sum, keep shifting.
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Conclusion
The history of the north-western littoral over the nineteenth and twentieth centuries is undoubtedly a
history of growing human impact upon the environment. Transportation links and energy flows
weaved the coast of the north-western Mediterranean into webs which spanned continents. Areas up
to that point marginal became attractive to new actors coming from afar. Enabled and stimulated by
these forces, new industrial, tourist and urban settlements deeply reconfigured the coastal zone’s
ecology and morphology. However, this was not a homogeneous process. Actors of coastal
settlements were animated by different motives and views of the shore: as a spatial interface and a
sink in the case of industrialists, as a beneficial physical environment and climatic features for
tourists and second-homers, as a landscape endowed with aesthetic and ecological values for nature
enthusiasts, and as a hotbed of aquatic life for fishermen and marine scientists. The diversity of
views had direct implications on coastal environmental change. The valuation of the coast as a sink
induced specific uses – such as discharge of toxic by-products – which were markedly different
from (and sometimes opposed to) those linked to its valuation as a landscape or as a hotbed of
aquatic life. Different uses, in turn, meant different types of interaction with the coastal
environment and its web of geomorphological and ecological interdependencies, determining
undesired feedback loops.
The history of the shores that emerges through this framework should lead us to temper
narratives proposed by scholars such as Gillis, Pearson, or Le Bouedec or by environmental
historians of coastal and marine environment such as Bolster. Whereas many social historians
depicted the modern shore as a colonized and homogenized space, and many environmental
historians as a degraded and depleted environment, we see it as a dynamic space of continued and
non-linear interactions. We do not want to deny the occurrence of major transformations of coastal
societies and environments. In many respect, the present-day shores of the north-western
Mediterranean are less ecologically diverse and morphologically dynamic they were at the
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beginning of the nineteenth century. This fundamental change, in turn, is certainly linked to major
social transformations, to a large extent led or accompanied by the arrival of actors from afar, be
them industrial investors or tourists. However, as proponents of the New Coastal History such as
Land and Worthington argue, local cultures certainly morphed but did not cease to count, and
coastal people continued to play a distinct role, from the protection of Empordà’s wetlands to the
conflicts opposing Languedoc fisheries with tourism. Moreover, while deeply transformed both
ecologically and morphologically, coastal environments remained dynamic and unstable. Perhaps
their dynamism is less spectacular than in the early nineteenth century: while it used to change from
one year to the other, the geography of water in the humid lowlands of Languedoc is nowadays
carefully managed. Yet storms keep moving sand and reshaping the coastline, sea level rise brings
water where it is not wanted, and mosquitos’ population must be constantly kept under control.
Climate change and its multifarious impacts emphasize this persisting instability. Should the
emission of CO2 and other greenhouse gases continue unabated, sea level rise in the Mediterranean
might reach more than 1m by the end of this century.108 Sea rise effects on coastal erosion,
however, are already visible. In Languedoc-Roussillon, the humid coast that the French state
redeveloped in the 1960s and 1970s into a major seaside destination, the authorities recently wrote
down plans for “strategic retreat”.109 Many towns and resorts built or expanded as part of the 1960s
redevelopment scheme, will have to be abandoned: keeping them dry against the raising see is
simply too costly, if not physically impossible. If the coast has always been shifting, in sum, its
geography is bound to change even more, undoing much of the stabilization of the last two
centuries.
The acknowledgement of the shores’ persistent dynamism carries an important lesson on the
Anthropocene. Anthropocene proponents tend to depict environmental change as the unilateral
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imposition of an undifferentiated humankind’s agency to the functioning of the Earth system. By
looking from the perspective of shifting shores, this idea should be tempered. The history of the
North-Western Mediterranean shore reveals how the motives of coastal actors were varied and not
all of them led to attempted stabilization or biochemical alteration. Moreover, all attempts of
stabilization had to negotiate with sediment fluxes, wetlands or mosquitoes. Stabilization,
moreover, was never achieved once and for all: the construction of a coastal dyke often caused
unwanted siltation or erosion downstream. The scale and scope of coastal infrastructural
intervention in land reclamation, beach nourishment, or artificial reef construction is a testimony to
the continued challenges posed by coastal dynamism to the modern settlement of the shores and its
actors. If a fundamental feature of the history of the Anthropocene is human attempt at stabilizing
and controlling the environment, the evidence of coastal dynamism shows that this control is in fact
a continued negotiation with natural forces, and one whose outcomes are always provisional.
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